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Abstract: Sumatra earthquake (2004) and Japan earthquake (2011) shifted earth’s axis by (7cm) and (17cm) respectively. [1] Al-Qasem and Touqan suggested different solutions to the problem in their paper titled “Importance of Returning Earth Axis to Its Original Direction”. Their solution was enlightened from the holy Quran. Surprisingly their first solution proposed to be done at 11/3/2013 occurred naturally without human interference one year later at 1/4/2014 almost exactly at at their suggested location. This raises a question: Does earth rebalance itself if human is behind doing his role?

Almost one fourth to one fifth of the population of the earth believes that Quran is a universal reference. After the above scientific proof derived from both scientific data and the understanding of the authors, this paper tries to provide an understanding derived from the Quran the answer of the question in head.

Dealing with global issues and developing international references is for sure a matter of admiration for scientific area. If the claim of muslims is right, having a universal reference that helps human understandings in less developed countries to be able to forecast universal issues is an image to human possibilities for developed countries of the horizon that can be opened to scientists in various fields.
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Introduction

Many paragraphs in this paper are repetitions from the first two references [1 & 2] written by one or both of the authors. Lord’s creation of heavens and Earth is characterized by creator’s knowledge which covers everything, his soul tying him with the creatures and his wisdom achieving enhanced balance with time. Current science is characterized by innovation and imitation of Lord’s creation. However, it evolved independently of a universal reference resulting in problems in balance seen through environmental corruption and manner’s collapse. Since current science represents the best valid materialistic civilization, the requested challenge is both legislative and methodological in how to restore balance.

Researcher finds greatest challenge in how to provide qualified co-chairperson: one in science to improve efficiency of digesting art beneficial to the world, the other in manners which adjusts its behavioral work according to scientific knowledge. “Quran”, the holy book of Muslims, is an available reference that addresses both issues. During its first download it emphasizes its methodology derived from its name to do two readings: first start reading materialistic science, then develop another reading in the book of Allah. This will help man first absorb materialistic sciences and then direct and enhance it. Such interaction between the two readings is essential to preserve and improve balance. Unfortunately such interaction is absent in current civilization which discovered how much important it is to provide the user with a manufacturer manual but did not find out how much a human is in need for his own reference book to reveal the purpose of his creation and the way to achieve it!

We can say that human discoveries are always in continuous increase and change with increasing human knowledge and improve means of observance and measurements. Such discoveries are either scientific
representing human laws bounded by means of observance and measurement, or the corresponding applied sciences showing how to understand and use such human laws in a balanced form for all creatures.

On the other hand, one studying book of Allah finds out another source of accurate information sent from the creator. The facts of the universe are thus either discovered from reading the universe or from reading the book sent from the creator to the creature. The term, The Book, refers first to a constant script (whose understanding is dynamic: changes with place and time) which represents theoretical legislation and, second is the platform necessary to understand these facts and know how to apply them in balance as revealed by Ash-Shura chapter:

**17- It as Allah who has sent down the Book in truth, and the Balance. And what will make thee realize that perhaps the Hour (of punishment) is close at hand?** [3].

This was the meaning originally derived from the verse. Another meaning of the verse recently revealed to the authors is that Allah downloaded the book by means of prevailing truth and balance and realizes that perhaps such prevalence is near. This meaning was captured by recent earthquake in April 2014 at a site proposed previously by the authors to achieve earth balance. Here is the story.

**Earth Does Rebalance Itself From Axis Shift**

The disruption in balance caused by mass construction of industrial regions in the world such as China, Malaysia and Japan led to earthquakes and disasters such as Sumatra Earthquake and Tsunami (2004), and the Japan earthquake and Tsunami (2011). The result is a shift in earth’s axis by (7 cm) and (17 cm) respectively see Figure (1). This threatens life in the northern part of the earth where most worlds’ population lives, climate changes such as rise in temperature in northern areas, melting parts of the Arctic, heat waves in Europe, and increased drought in the Middle East and reducing the rainfall level in head waters of Nile. [1]

![Figure (1): Shifts in earth’s axis](image)

One of the solutions proposed by the authors to return the earth’s axis to its original direction is to produce human made earthquakes by using a huge bomb in islands located in opposite direction of Japan in the southern part of the western hemisphere. Such solution was proposed to be done on the same exact date of Japan’s quake (11/3/2013 at 2:45 PM as GMT) to ensure the same status of the land and thus increases probability that the earth’s axis return to its normal position [1].

Looking another time at verse 17 in Ash-Shura chapter with the new meaning proposed by the authors:

Since the hour is close the second solution requires a long time. Thus we are left with two solutions: the first which was proposed to be done by humans is 2013 was and still is being done by the nature in 2014 at almost the exact location and almost the exact date, and followed by the following earthquakes around the same location like the 2014 Iquique earthquake which struck off the coast of Chile on 1 April, with a moment magnitude of 8.2, at 23:46 UTC as shown in Figure 2a. [4]

In addition of that the 2015 Illapel earthquake occurred 46 km offshore from Illapel, Chile on 16 September, with a moment magnitude of 8.3, at 22:54:33 UTC as shown in Figure 2b. [5]

After of that the 2016 Puerto Quellon earthquake occurred 41 km south west from Puerto Quellon, Chile on 25 December, with a moment magnitude of 7.6, at 14:22:27 UTC as shown in Figure 2c. [5]
Finally, the 2017 Pijijiapan earthquake occurred 87 km south west from Pijijiapan, Mexico on 8 September, with a moment magnitude of 8.1, at 04:49:21 UTC as shown in Figure 2d [5]. The third solution to enforce universal law is left for human to adopt willingly or suffer terrible circumstances.

Figure (2): Location and Date of Earthquakes That Occurred After the Authors Proposal

Earth Does Rebalance Itself From Ozone Layer Effect

According to a report published by the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) [6] in September 2014, the ozone layer, which has been thinning since the late 1970's, is showing signs of recovery as shown in Figure 3. [7]

Figure (3) Recovery in the ozone layer since 1979 / NASA [7]
The report indicates that the ozone layer, the thin layer of gas that protects the earth from U.V. rays linked with skin cancer [7], is showing the first signs of an upward ozone trend, that’s mean increase in the stratospheric ozone layer. Further, the ozone layer is on track to recovery to 1980 benchmark levels-the time before significant ozone layer depletion- by the middle of this century, thanks to concerted international action to phase out Ozone depleting substance (ODS).[8]

**Summary and Conclusions**

The manuals provided by industry providers (emphasizing importance of reading them before use to make sure that the handmade works efficiently and minimize glitches …) presents a modern example of the importance of universal Book of Lord, the Creator, for humans to provide guidelines and safeguards and warning if understood will promote and improve human performance. The book of Allah combines verses of creating with verses of ethics in single scripts, thus offering in each materialistic (physical) science an ethical code of practice. This provides learner with qualified co-chairperson: one in science to improve efficiency of digesting art beneficial to the world, the other in manners which adjusts its behavioral work according to scientific knowledge.
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